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The Public Library of Science

• An organization since Oct 2000 & a publisher since 
Oct 2003

• The publisher of 7 Open Access journals
as well as PLoS Blogs, PLoS Currents, and PLoS Hubs

• The largest not-for-profit Open Access publisher
– One of the ‘big three’ OA publishers (with Hindawi & BioMedCentral)
– The only major ‘US based’ OA publisher

• Based in San Francisco, and Cambridge UK
– Approx 120 people total

• Self Sustaining since late 2010



PLoS Biology
October, 2003

PLoS Medicine
October, 2004

PLoS Community Journals
June-September, 2005
& October, 2007 (NTDs)

PLoS ONE
December, 2006



Open Access MegaJournals





• Editorial criteria
– Scientifically rigorous
– Ethical
– Properly reported
– Conclusions supported by the data

PLoS ONE’s Key Innovation –
The editorial process

• Editors and reviewers do not ask
– How important is the work?
– Which is the relevant audience?

• Use online tools to sort and filter scholarly 
content after publication, not before



A ‘First Choice’ Journal

In our survey of 2010 authors, we were the
– 1st choice journal for: 41% of all authors
– 1st or 2nd choice journal for: 73% of all authors
– 1st, 2nd, or 3rd choice for: 92% of all authors

1 (“one of the best experiences 
I have ever had”) 38%

2 51% (= 89% total)

3 (acceptable) 9%
4 2%
5 (“one of the worst 
experiences I have ever had”) 1%

“How would you characterize your overall
experience publishing in PLoS ONE?” 



2011: 13,800
articles.

~1.5% of ALL 
Scientific 
Literature

2010: 6,700 
articles.
Largest 

journal in the 
World

2007: 1,200 
articles.

> 99.7% of all 
journals in the 

World

PLoS ONE Published Articles



Features of Open Access MegaJournals

• Open Access (!)
• Covers a very broad subject area or is 

‘multidisciplinary’
• Peer-reviewed for rigour not “impact”
• Uses post-publication evaluation mechanisms 

(e.g. article-level metrics)
• Supported by a revenue source which covers the 

cost of each individual article (typically APC fees)
• Scalable, and can become very large



The Inherent Advantages
of a MegaJournal

– You only need to be indexed once (e.g. MedLine, WoS)
– Authors only need to be reviewed / evaluated once
– The journal attracts high usage / high visibility
– Size encourages repeat authorship / reduces the need for 

‘journal hopping’
– Many aspects of the journal can be ‘consolidated’ (e.g. one 

blog, one twitter stream, one marketing plan)
– Economies of scale make the journal more efficient
– In an Author Pays OA model, there is no economic reason for 

artificially limiting the size of a journal
– Subjective filtering before publication is an outdated 

approach to determining quality
– Provides a ‘healthier’ publishing environment for authors
– The journal has the opportunity to set consistent standards 

which may become de facto standards in it’s field



PLoS ONE ‘clones’



• G3 (Genetics Society of America) - $1,650 / $1,950
• BMJ Open - £1,200
• Scientific Reports (Nature Publishing Group) - $1,350
• AIP Advances (American Institute of Physics) - $1,350
• Biology Open (Company of Biologists) - $1,350
• Springer Plus - $ 1,080
• TheScientificWorldJOURNAL (Hindawi) - $1,000
• QScience Connect (Bloomsbury Qatar Foundation) - $995
• SAGE Open - $ 695
• F1000 Research - $?

Some Recent Launches
of PLoS ONE ‘clones’
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Collectively, these will represent…

“a very large compendium of papers that 
have been vetted for scientific quality, 
but which will not be confined in terms of 
their likely importance." 

Harold Varmus, Oct 2005
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So, how could we measure ‘importance’

• Scholarly Citations
• Web usage
• Social bookmarking
• Social citations
• Community ratings
• Expert Ratings 
• Media/blog coverage
• Commenting activity
• and more…

Current technology now makes it possible
to measure many of these with…





Article Level Metrics at PLoS





Advanced Search



Being a MegaJournal - Open Questions

– Can we develop better tools to measure ‘impact’?
– When you are publishing 3%, 5%, 10% of the literature, 

are you really a journal any more?
– When you are publishing (much) more than your entire 

organization combined, how do you interact with that 
organization?

– Does the publisher truly believe in the success of their 
MegaJournal? 

– When we reach a point with just a few, very large, 
MegaJournals how will they differentiate themselves? 

– And what will that future mean for the current journal 
ecosystem?



“The Inevitability of Open Access”

“The Inevitability of Open Access”, David Lewis. College and Research Libraries. 
http://crl.acrl.org/content/early/2011/09/21/crl-299.full.pdf+html

“…Gold OA 
journals will 
publish half of all 
articles by 2017 
& will publish 
90% of the 
articles by 2020”

Figure3: Pace of Substitution of Direct Gold OA 
for Subscription Journals (normal scale)

http://crl.acrl.org/content/early/2011/09/21/crl-299.full.pdf+html


An OA future containing MegaJournals

PLoS
ONE

SAGE
Open

BMJ 
Open

ALL
OTHER

OA
JOURNALS

etc.
etc.



Summary

• Subjective measurement of ‘impact’ and the 
objective Technical Assessment can be 
separated in a successful publication

• Post-publication mechanisms can be used to 
enhance content

• OA MegaJournals are here to stay
• The publication landscape is on the verge of 

irreversible change
• Research communication (and hopefully) 

research itself will be accelerated



ありがとうございます。

Peter Binfield
Publisher, PLoS ONE and the Community Journals

http://www.plos.org
email: pbinfield@plos.org
twitter: @p_binfield





Appendix Slides 



PLoS ONE Rejection Rate: ~30-35%

Zuckerman & Merton's "Patterns of Evaluation in Science: Institutionalization, 
Structure and Functions of the Referee System" (1971). 
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29

Q17 Top 2 Box:  How well does each word or phrase fit with PLoS ONE?
(Based to those who are familiar with PLoS ONE)
Significant difference at 95% confidence level  

Among those familiar with PLoS ONE they see it as highly 
correlated with open access, peer reviewed and fast publication

Scale  5 = Fits extremely well,  1 = Does not fit
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Laakso M, et al. et al. (2011) The Development of Open Access Journal Publishing from 
1993 to 2009. PLoS ONE 6(6): e20961. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0020961 

articles

journals

In 2009, 7.7% of all peer-reviewed articles were gold OA



Some Regional Statistics

• Current Proportions of Submissions 
(corresponding authors)

• US = 31% 
• China = 12% (fluctuating)
• Germany = 6%
• UK = 5%
• France, Japan = 4%
• Italy, Holland, Spain = 3%
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